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Abstract
We define a new structure for collections of nodes in trees which are called “Sweep-Covers” for
their ‘covering’ of all the nodes in the tree by some ancestor-descendent relationship. Then, we
analyze an algorithm for finding all sweep covers of a given size in any tree. The complexity of
the algorithm is analyzed on a class of infinite ∆-ary trees with constant path lengths between the
∆-star internal nodes. The lower bound of the complexity on these infinite trees is proven to be the
Raney numbers due to how Raney trees embed onto the infinite trees of bounded out-degree.
1. Introduction
Much of the early work in graph theory was devoted to finding the generating
functions of classes of trees with respect to the number of nodes or edges
in the tree [1, 2]. However, there exist structures within trees that can be
useful for network science applications [3] but whose generating function can
only be defined for a particular class of trees. One such structure is a vertex
separator[4, 5]. A vertex separator is a set of nodes in a graph that disconnects
two sets of nodes from one another once that set is taken out of the graph. A
sweep-cover denoted S , is a collection of sets of sibling nodes in a tree that
separates the source node from all the leaf nodes such that no two nodes in
the sweep-cover are an ancestor or descendant of one another. A sweep-cover
can consist entirely of leaf nodes so it does not fall into the usual definition
of a vertex separator. In fact, we do not explicitly require a sweep-cover to
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Blake Wilson 2
be a vertex separator, however, most sweep-covers on a tree are proper vertex
separators implicitly. The name comes from the fact that the sets of nodes
“sweep” across the tree as they separate the nodes. Another property of a sweep-
cover is that every node in the graph is either in the sweep-cover or is an ancestor
or descendant of a node in the sweep-cover. The primary motivation for the
definition of sweep-covers is the properties of induced subgraphs created by
sweep-covers. These properties have proved incredibly useful for finding sets
in trees for pursuit-evasion games on graphs. Let T = {V , E} be a directed tree
where V and E are the sets of nodes and edges, respectively, in T . Let vs ∈ V be
the root node of T .
1.1. Sweep-Covers.
Definition 1 (Sweep-Cover). Let S ⊂ 2V be a collection of non-empty sets of
nodes where ∀S i ∈ S , S i ⊂ V . Denote the sets AS and DS to be the set of all
ancestors and the set of all descendants, respectively, of the nodes in
⋃
S i∈S
S i. S is
a sweep-cover of T if it fulfills the following conditions.
1. Each distinct pair S i, S j ∈ S , with S i , S j, is disjoint i.e., S i ∩ S j = ∅.
2. Each set may only contain sibling nodes, i.e. nodes which share a parent.
3.
⋃
S i∈S
S i ∪AS ∪DS = V .
4. For any unique pair of nodes in S, vi, v j ∈ ⋃
S i∈S
S i, vi cannot be a descendant
or ancestor of v j.
Definition 2 (Depth). Let T = {V , E} be a directed tree, with a root node,
vs ∈ V . We define the depth of a given node v ∈ V , to be the number of edges in
the unique path from vs to v in the tree. We assume that the depth of the source
node vs is 0.
Definition 3 (Linear Path). Define a linear path to be Lp = {v1, v2, ...vm} ⊆ V
where ∀vi ∈ Lp\vm : (vi, vi+1) ∈ E ∧ E\(vi, vi+1) ∩ {(vi, v j,i+1)} = ∅). In other
words, a linear path is a chain of nodes in V where each node from v1 to vm−1
has only one outgoing edge to the next node in the chain.
Definition 4 (Lowest Known Descendant). For each node v ∈ V , define L(v ) to
be the descendant of v (or v itself) such that a linear path exists from v to L(v )
and L(v ) has an out degree not equal to 1 [3].
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Figure 1: Labeled tree with sweep cover S = {{v6}, {v4, v5}, {L(v2)}}
Lemma 1. Consider a sweep-cover, S , with at least one singleton, {v } ∈ S which
has a set of children C. Another sweep-cover, S ′, can be created by replacing
{v } with a partition of its children, C.
Proof. First consider replacing v by C. C naturally satisfies Definitions 1.1,
1.2, and 1.4. By definition, AS ′ = AS ∪ {v } and DS ′ = DS \C. Therefore,⋃
S i∈S
S i ∪C\{v } ∪ {AS ∪ {v }} ∪ {DS \C} = ⋃
S i∈S
S i ∪AS ∪DS = V which means S ′
satisfies Definition 1.3. Now we will consider a partition of C. By definition,
partitions of a set are disjoint and non-empty which implies Definition 1.1.
Because all elements of C are siblings, any subset of C will only contain siblings
and no node can be a descendant of another which implies Definitions 1.2 and
1.4 are satisfied. Naturally, the union of a partition of C satisfies Definition 1.3
because C does.
Lemma 2. Given a sweep-cover S for a tree T , constructing a new sweep-cover
S ′ from the ancestors of the nodes in S implies |S ′| ≤ |S |.
Proof. We will prove this by induction. For the base case, let S ′ = S then
|S ′| = |S |. Now, beginning with S , we will construct S ′ from an ancestor of a
node in S . First, let S ′ = S . Then, take a set S i ∈ S ′. Because all the nodes in
S i are siblings, then they share a common parent vp. Therefore, all nodes in S i
share a set of common ancestors from the source node to vp. By definition of a
tree, all of these common ancestors only have 1 incoming edge. Therefore, we
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cannot construct multiple sets to replace S i without violating the definition of a
sweep-cover. Therefore, we can only replace S i with a single set, S ′i , consisting
of one of these common ancestors, va, and potentially some of its siblings. If
va is only an ancestor of the nodes in S i, then |S ′| = |S |. However, if va is also
an ancestor of other nodes in S ′, or if we chose some of va’s siblings, then there
exist descendants of S ′i in S
′ and they must be removed. Therefore, |S ′| ≤ |S |
Theorem 1. Consider a tree T with n leaf nodes, then the maximum size of a
sweep-cover S on T is n.
Proof. Let S be a collection of singletons of the leaf nodes. Trivially, this
collection is a sweep-cover and it is the maximum sized sweep-cover which can
be constructed from the leaf nodes. By Lemma 2 any sweep-covers constructed
from ancestors of S must have a smaller size than S . Because there are no
descendants of the leaf nodes, no greater sweep-covers can be created from their
descendants. Therefore, S is the largest sweep-cover which can be constructed
from the leaf nodes and the maximum sized sweep-cover on T .
A complete example of enumerating all sweep-covers is shown in Appendix
A. Notice how the nodes seem to sweep across the tree, covering all the nodes in
the tree through some ancestor-descendant relationship, i.e. every node is either
in the sweep-cover or an ancestor or descendant of the nodes in the sweep-cover.
1.2. Induced Sub-graphs From sweep-covers.
Definition 5 (Induced Sub-Graphs from sweep-covers). Given a sweep-cover S
from a tree T = {V , E}, for each S i ∈ S construct a tree Ti = {Vi, Ei} in the
following manner. Define Vi by taking every node which is an ancestor or
descendant of the nodes in S i from T . Define Ei to be the set of all edges
in E which can be constructed from the nodes in Vi. We say the collection
B = {T1,T2, ...,Ti} is a collection of induced sub-graphs defined by S.
Lemma 3. Consider a collection of induced sub-graphs B defined by a sweep-
cover S from a tree T with root node vs ∈ V . Then, for each Ti ∈ B created from
S i ∈ S there exists a linear path in Ti from vs to the parent of the nodes in S i,
denoted vp. This further implies that vp is the lowest known descendant of vs.
Proof. By definition of a tree, there cannot exist multiple incoming edges to a
node. Therefore, all nodes, withholding the root node, in the tree have exactly
one parent. Then, all ancestors of vp have exactly one parent except the root
node. By definition of Ei, for all ancestors of the nodes in S i, there does not
exist edges to nodes outside of Vi. Therefore, each node between the root node
and vp has one incoming edge from its parent and one outgoing edge to a child
node which must also be an ancestor of vp. By definition, this is a linear path.
Therefore, vp is the lowest known descendant of s on Ti.
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Corollary 1. Consider a collection of induced sub-graphs B created from a
sweep-cover S defined on a tree R. Then, ⋃
Ti∈B
Ti = T .
Proof. By a simple extension of Definition 1.3,
⋃
Ti∈B
Vi = V . ⋃
Ti∈B
Ei = E naturally
follows by definition of Ei.
Corollary 2. For each Ti ∈ B, the corresponding set of nodes S i ∈ S is a sweep-
cover of size 1 for Ti
Proof. Lemma 3 implies there exists a linear path between vs and the parent of
the nodes in S i in Ti. Therefore, one can repeatedly apply Corollary 1 from vs to
S i and show that S i is a sweep-cover of size 1.
1.3. Embedding Trees.
Definition 6 (Embedding Trees from sweep-covers). Given a tree T = {V , E}
and a sweep-cover S, we define its embedding tree, denoted TS = {VS ⊆ V , ES ⊆
E}, using the following scheme. Let ΥS be a set of nodes defined by taking a
single node from each set in S . Define TS to be the union over all paths from the
source node in T to each node in ΥS . Let two embedding trees be equal if and
only if they are isomorphic.
Figure 2: Converting the sweep cover S = {{v4, v5, v6}, {v3}} to an embedding tree
defined by ΥS = {v5, v3}
Corollary 3. A countably infinite set of distinctly labeled sweep-covers corre-
sponds to any given embedding tree if the maximum out degree of the original
tree is infinite.
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Proof. An embedding tree is created by selecting a single node from a set of
sibling nodes. That set of sibling nodes can have a cardinality of any size so
the number of possible sweep-covers that could create that embedding tree is
infinite.
Corollary 4. The set of all embedding trees is equal to the set of all finite trees.
Proof. Simply take any tree and create a sweep-cover with its leaf nodes by
making each set in the sweep-cover a singleton set of a distinct leaf node. Then,
the embedding tree will be isomorphic to the initial tree.
Lemma 4. All embedding trees created from the same sweep-cover are isomor-
phic.
Proof. As opposed to Corollary 3, despite having unique labels for all embed-
ding trees, all of the infinite labelings are isomorphic. We will prove this by
contradiction. For a given embedding tree, it has an associated set ΥS which
is defined by taking a single node from each set in S. All possible embedding
trees defined by the same ΥS are isomorphic. So, ΥS must differ for two het-
eromorphic embedding trees. Let’s denote the different sets to be ΥS and Υ′S ,
each constructed from S. By definition of a sweep-cover, each set in S must be
composed of sibling nodes. Therefore, for any given node in which ΥS and Υ′S
differ, one of its sibling nodes must exist in the other set. So, there exists a bi-
jection from ΥS and Υ′S by membership in a set in S. Likewise, there also exists
a bijection by the edges defined from their parent node. Finally, because the
same paths go from the source node to the parent node of every set of siblings,
the differences in each embedding tree exist only between the differing sibling
nodes and the related edges from the shared parent node. However, there exists a
bijection between these differences. Therefore, there exists a bijection between
both trees and they are isomorphic.
Lemma 5. Let the set of all sweep-covers of size n be M and the set of all n-
leaf trees, which are each heteromorphic with each other, be N . The mapping
H : M → N is a mapping from a sweep-cover S ∈ M to an embedding tree
T ∈ N such that T is isomorphic to the embedding tree created by S . Then, H
is surjective, non-injective, and every sweep-cover maps to one heteromorphic
embedding tree.
Proof. By Corollary 4, there always exists a sweep-cover of size n for a given
n-leaf tree. So the mapping is surjective. Also, due to the definition of the leaf
nodes by Υs, the number of leaves in an embedding tree is equal to the number
of sets in the corresponding sweep-cover so all n-leaf embedding trees map
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from some sweep-cover of size n. Now, suppose we have a sweep-cover which
contains a partition of a set of sibling nodes into at least 2 sets, each of which
contains more than 1 node. Now, construct a second sweep-cover by picking 1
node from each of 2 sets of the partitioned sibling nodes and placing them in the
other set. Define their corresponding ΥS sets by selecting any of the unswapped
nodes. If we construct their embedding trees, they will be isomorphic but the
sweep-covers will differ. Therefore, two different sweep-covers can create the
same embedding tree so the mapping is non-injective.
Because all embedding trees created from a sweep-cover are isomorphic by
Lemma 4, and all trees in the co-domain are heteromorphic with respect to all
the other trees in the co-domain, the sweep-cover will map to an embedding tree
which is isomorphic to one and only one tree in the co-domain.
2. Algorithm to Find All sweep-covers in a Tree
2.1. Algorithm to Find All sweep-covers. In this section, we provide Algo-
rithm 1 to compute all sweep-covers on a given tree. For the following proofs,
let C to be all children of L(u) (see Definition 4 on page 2). The algorithm will
return an empty set if no sweep-covers of size n are possible. Refer to Definition
1 on page 2 for the definition of a sweep-cover. Likewise, given a sweep-cover,
S, let AS and DS be the set of all ancestors and descendants, respectively, of all
nodes in the sweep-cover.
2.2. Correctness Proofs.
Lemma 6. Algorithm 1 returns all possible sweep covers for n = 1 for any T .
Proof. Naturally, the root node, u, can be considered a sweep cover of size 1.
By definition of L(u), if u , L(u), then there exists a linear path between u and
L(u). By Lemma 1, replacing any singleton with its children is also considered
a sweep cover. Because each node in the path between u and L(u) has a single
child, replacing any node in the path with its child will create a new sweep cover
of another singleton. By another application of Lemma 1, one can replace L(u)
with a set of its children, C, if they exist. C must not be singleton, otherwiseL(u)
would violate its definition, and C is also a sweep cover of size 1 by Lemma 1.
Therefore, each node in the path from u to L(u), including u and L(u), and C can
be considered a sweep cover of size 1. However, these are the only sets which
can be considered sweep covers of size 1. We will prove this by contradiction.
Suppose there exists a sweep cover, S , which is not any of the former sets and is
of size 1. First,
⋃
S i∈S
S i 1 AC and ⋃
S i∈S
, C because all the former sets describe
all nodes inAC and the set C. If ⋃
S i∈S
S i is some strict subset of C then there must
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Algorithm 1 Find All Sweep Covers of size n from a tree, T
Input: A tree, T , and the desired size of the sweep covers from T , denoted as n.
Output: A collection of all sweep covers, Q, of size n from T .
1: procedure SweepCovers(T ,n)
2: Q← ∅
3: s← root of T
4: C ← set of children of L(s)
5: if (n == 1) then
6: W← collection of singletons on the linear path from s to L(s)
7: Q← {W ∪ {C}}
8: else
9: H ← all ways of partitioning C into {1, 2, ...,min{n, |c|}} disjoint parts
10: for each Hi ∈ H do
11: L← a collection of all singletons in Hi
12: R← a collection of all non-singletons in Hi
13: if (|L| == 0 and |R| == n) then
14: Q← Q ∪ {{R}}
15: else
16: Y ← all ordered partitions of the integer (n−|R|) into |L| parts
17: for Y j ∈ Y do
18: W = ∅
19: for k = 1→ |L| do
20: Let Lk be the node in the kth singleton in L
21: Let TLk be the subtree rooted by Lk
22: W = W × SweepCovers(TLk ,Y jk )
23: Append R to every collection, S ∈W
24: for each collection, S ∈W, of size n do
25: Q← Q ∪ {{S }}
26: Return Q
exist some sibling node, v ∈ C, that is not in S . Because v < AS , v < DS , v < S
but v ∈ V , thenDS ∪AS ∪S , V which violates Definition 1.3. If ⋃
S i∈S
S i ⊆ DC ,
then S must be composed of nodes which satisfy Definition 1.3. However, to
satisfy Definition 1.3, S has to be composed of a node va whose ancestor is
some node v1 ∈ C and a node vb whose ancestor is v2 ∈ C. va , vb because, by
definition of a tree, there cannot exist a node with two incoming edges. Then,
va and vb also can’t be siblings by the same argument. This violates Definition
1.2 unless va and vb are in different sets. This implies multiple sets in the sweep
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cover which can’t happen for |S | = 1. Therefore, the only sets that can be sweep
covers of size 1 are the sets returned by lines 5-7 of the algorithm.
Lemma 7. Consider a partition of C into a collection of disjoint, non-empty sets,
C′. Define L ⊆ C′ to be the collection of singletons in C′ and R ⊆ C′ to be the
collection of remaining sets in C′, i.e. C′\L. Let C′ be defined with cardinality
|C′| ≤ n where n is a positive integer. If there exists at least one singleton in
L, then we can define a new sweep cover, S of size n using sweep covers of the
subtrees rooted by the singletons in L.
Proof. Let S be the set which will be our final sweep cover. Initially, let S = R,
and then we will add the remaining sets from sweep covers of subtrees rooted by
the nodes in L.
vs
L(vs)
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7{ }{ } { }{ }
RL
Figure 3: A partition of C into L and R where C = {c1, c2, ...c7}
If |R| = n and |L| = 0, then by Lemma 1, R is a sweep cover of size n.
However, if |L| = 0 and |R| , n or |L| > n or |R| > n, then the partition
will be discarded because moving nodes to different sets will just result in a
different partition which can be considered separately. The remaining partitions
will satisfy 0 < |L| ≤ n− |R|. The remaining n− |R| sets of nodes will come from
sweep covers of induced subtrees rooted by the nodes in L. To do this, take an
integer partition of m = n − |R| and for each part find a sweep-cover of the size
of the part in that subtree. Then, add the union of all the sweep covers from each
subtree to S . S naturally satisfies the definition of a sweep-cover.
Lemma 8. All possible sweep covers of size n > 1 can be found by Lemma 1 or
Lemma 7.
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Proof. We will prove this by contradiction. Suppose there to be a sweep cover,
S , of size n > 1 which cannot be defined by Lemma 7 or a partition of C,
denoted as C′. There are 3 potential sets for the nodes in S : AC′ , DC′ or C′. If a
set in S is in AC′ , then S must be a sweep cover of size 1, otherwise S violates
Definition 1.4. S cannot be a partition of C, otherwise S is defined by Lemma
1. If S contains a subset of C, the other sets in S must be descendants of the
other nodes, in C to avoid being a partition of C, as they can’t be ancestors or
they violate Definition 1.4. Therefore, if S exists then a sub-collection of its sets,
S ′ ⊆ S , must contain nodes inDC′ but not be defined by Lemma 7. This implies
that any subset of S ′ cannot be a sweep cover of a subtree, T ′, rooted by any
of the nodes in C because this is defined by Lemma 7. However, if S ′ cannot
form a sweep cover of T ′ then it can’t be for violating Definitions 1.1, 1.2, or
1.4 because these violations cannot be fixed by adding the remaining sets in S .
So, S ′ must violate Definition 1.3. Therefore, there exist nodes in T ′ which are
not in S ′ or an ancestor or descendant of S ′ however they are a descendant of
the root of T ′. Because the remaining nodes in S cannot be an ancestor of any
nodes in T ′, otherwise they would violate Definition 1.4 with a node in S ′, the
descendant relationship of a node in S cannot fix a violation of Definition 1.3 by
S’. Therefore, S also violates Definition 1.3 and is not a sweep cover.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 returns all sweep covers of size n from T . If none are
possible, then the algorithm returns an empty set.
Proof. We will prove this by induction. In Lemma 6, we proved the base case
where n = 1. One can see that the algorithm adheres to the base case in lines
5-7. Now, we assume for our inductive step that if there exists a sweep-cover of
any size < n on any T , or any subtree on T , then the algorithm is able to find it.
Consider Lemma 8 which shows that all sweep covers can be found by applying
Lemma 7 and Lemma 1. Therefore, if the algorithm is to find all possible sweep
covers of size n, it must apply Lemma 7 to all possible partitions of C and if
a partition contains a singleton, we can already assume a recursive call on that
subtree will find all sweep covers of size < n on that given subtree. One can see
by lines 13-23 the algorithm achieves Lemma 7 and Lemma 1 by assuming a
recursive call returns sweep covers for a given size < n. Lines 24-25 show that if
a given potential sweep cover is not of size n, then we do not add it toQ. If none
are of size n, thenQ is returned empty. Therefore, it is only possible to return all
sweep covers of size n or an empty set. This shows the algorithm correctly finds
all possible sweep covers for n if we assume the algorithm can find all sweep
covers for 1→ n − 1.
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3. Asymptotic Analysis for Infinite Trees
In this section, we will restrict the analysis of sweep-covers to infinite
trees with bounded out-degree and linear path length. It’s important to note
that enumeration expressions for sweep-covers depend on the class of trees for
analysis.
Figure 4: The left tree has only 4 sweep-covers whereas the right tree has 6 sweep-
covers despite having the same number of nodes and edges.
Take for example the trees in Figure 4. Both trees have the same number
of nodes and edges however the number of sweep-covers for each is different.
So, the number of sweep-covers is dependent on the structure of the tree itself.
Therefore, to analyze sweep-covers we must restrict ourselves to a well defined
class of trees. Then we can find a recurrence relation and a generating function
for sweep-covers on a particular class of trees. For example, take the class of
trees which are a linear path of length n between a source node and a leaf node.
The left tree in Figure 4 is an example for n = 4. Then for any tree in this class,
the number of sweep-covers is n by Lemma 8. In this section, we will consider
the following class of trees for analyzing the complexity of enumerating sweep-
covers.
Definition 7 (ILD Tree). Consider a class of infinite height, labeled, and di-
rected trees, i.e. ILD trees, composed of ∆-star nodes such that a linear path
of constant edge length, γ, exists between a given ∆-star and it’s descendant
∆-stars. We denote these trees as T∆,γ
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a1
a2
aγ
b1 d1
c1bγ
cγ
dγe1
f1g1
h1 i1 j1
k1
l1 m1
Figure 5: T3,γ
The complexity of enumerating sweep-covers depends on the number of
sets in the sweep-cover, n, the bounded out-degree of the ILD tree, ∆, and
the maximum linear path length, γ. We will consider the complexity of each
separately, i.e. hold the others to be constant when evaluating one. We leave it
for future work to consider the overall complexity of both as that might require
finding a closed expression that is beyond the scope of this work. Previous work
in tree enumerations has focused on enumerating all trees of a given class with
respect to the number of nodes or edges, however, sweep-covers are inherently
bounded by their structure even on trees with infinite nodes and edges, as we will
now prove. So, naturally one might ask, how many sweep-covers of size n exist
on an infinite tree with bounded out-degree? Well if γ is unbounded on an infinite
tree, then there exists an infinite number of sweep-covers. However, if γ and ∆
are fixed constants, then the number of sweep-covers of size n is bounded even
on infinite trees. This is because Definitions 1.3 and 1.2 force the sweep-cover
to be composed of sets of siblings nodes which are closer to the source node. If
we take away either of these restrictions, then the number of sweep-covers on
infinite trees is also infinite.
3.1. Complexity of Enumerating sweep-covers With Respect to the Size of
the sweep-cover, n. We define P∆,γ(n) to be the enumeration of all sweep-
covers of size n on T∆,γ.
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Definition 8. We define R(n,m) to be the enumeration of all ways of placing n
elements into m non-singleton sets as derived by Bo´na and Mezo´, [6]. Let
{
n
k
}
be all ways of partitioning n elements into m sets, i.e. Stirling number of the
second kind in Knuth notation [7, 8]. This expression is equivalent to all ways
of creating R with m sets using n available nodes as in Lemma 7.
R(n,m) =
n∑
s=n−m
(
n
s
)
(−1)n−s
{
s
s + m − n
}
(1)
Definition 9 (Ordered Integer Partitions). We denote Okn to be the collection of
all ordered integer partitions of the integer k into n parts. Specifically, an ordered
integer partition of k is an ordered set of n elements where each element is an
integer less than or equal to k. The sum of all elements for that partition is k.
This is simply a set theoretic formalism of an ordered integer partition. I.e. for a
given ordered integer partition of k = k1 + k2 + ...+ kn, the corresponding ordered
partition set is K = {k1, k2, ..., kn} and we denote an element ki ∈ K.
Definition 10. Consider a set of sibling nodes, C, and some collection of i
singletons, L, where each singleton contains a node from C. The following is
the enumeration expression for all possible ways of creating a collection of sets
of nodes by including sweep-covers from induced subtrees rooted by the nodes
in L such that there are n sets in the collection. Note that Oni refers to Definition
9.
L∆(n, i) =
∑
K∈Oni
(
∏
k j∈K
P∆,γ(k j)) (2)
Corollary 5. Consider an arbitrary tree, T , where the largest out-degree of any
node is ∆ and the largest linear path between two nodes is γ nodes long. The
number of sweep-covers for an ILD tree of ∆ out-degree and γ linear path length
is greater than or equal to the number of sweep-covers in T . .
Proof. This can be shown by taking T and increasing every out-degree to ∆ and
every linear path between two nodes of out-degree ∆ to γ. This creates a finite-
sized tree which can be mapped to a subset of nodes in an ILD tree and shows T
is a subset of an ILD tree.
Lemma 9. The following expression is the recurrence relation for enumerating
sweep-covers on ILD trees of ∆ > 1. Note that for intuition, l and r are iteration
variables for iterating through L and R,respectively, from Lemma 7.
P∆,γ(1) = γ + 1 (3)
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P∆,γ(n) =
∆−2∑
l=1
(
∆
l
) ∆−l∑
r=1
L∆(n − r, l)R(∆ − l, r)
+ L∆(n,∆)
+ R(∆, n)
(4)
Proof. The base case for n = 1 is given by P∆,γ(1). By Lemma 6, the number
of sweep-covers from P∆,γ(1) is some constant, γ, for ILD trees. For n > 1,
lines 8-25 describe the enumeration. First, consider all partitions of C with n
parts and no singleton parts. This is enumerated by R(∆, n) and is described
by lines 13-14 of the algorithm. Now, consider all partitions of C such that
0 < |L| ≤ n− |R|. Suppose there exists a set of all partitions which satisfy Lemma
7. To enumerate this set, consider all assignments of |L| from 0 to the size of
c = ∆. Note that |L| = ∆ − 1 and |L| = ∆ both imply ∆ sets of singletons because
if |L| = ∆ − 1 then there remains a single node for R. Due to this discrepancy,
consider |L| = 1→ ∆ − 2 and |L| = ∆ to be separate terms for the enumeration.
∆−2∑
l=1
(
∆
l
) ∆−l∑
r=1
L∆(n − r, l)R(∆ − l, r) (5)
L∆(n,∆) (6)
Now, given the number of singleton nodes within the partition of C, there are
∆ choose |L| ways of creating |L| singleton collections. Furthermore, for each
way of choosing |L| singletons, there are ∆ − |L| nodes that must be distributed
to non-singleton sets. By Definition 10, L∆,γ(n − |R|, |L|) is the enumeration
of all sweep-covers defined by an ordered integer partition of n − |R| into |L|
subtrees. Multiplying this term by all ways of distributing ∆ − |L| nodes into
|R| non-singleton sets gives the enumeration of all sweep-covers which can be
defined by Lemma 7 for given size |R| and chosen L. Summing this term over
all |R| from 1 to ∆ − |L| gives the enumeration for all sweep-covers for all |R| and
a chosen |L|. Finally, combining both terms we get the final enumeration for all
sweep-covers which can be defined by |L| from 1 to ∆−2 and |R| from 1 to n−|L|.
The next expression, L∆(∆, n), is simply the case where |L| = ∆ and completes
the coverage for |L| to satisfy Lemma 7.
Corollary 6. The generating function [9] for sweep-covers on an ILD tree for a
fixed ∆ and γ is:
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∞∑
n=1
P∆,γ(n)xn (7)
Where
P∆,γ(1)x =(γ + 1)x
P∆,γ(n)xn =
∆−2∑
l=1
(
∆
l
) ∆−l∑
r=1
R(∆ − l, r)
∑
K∈On−rl
∏
k j∈K
P∆,γ(k j)xk j
+
∑
K∈On
∆
∏
k j∈K
P∆,γ(k j)xk j
+ R(∆, n)xn
Analysis of the above generating function is beyond the scope of this paper,
however, future work will be dedicated to its analysis.
3.2. Asymptotic Upper Bound of Enumerating sweep-covers With Respect
to the Size of sweep-cover, n, on Constant ILD Trees.
Lemma 10. The following are asymptotic bounds for finding all sweep-covers
in a tree of bounded out degree ∆ and maximum linear path length γ. Assume
n > 1, and ∆ and γ are constant.
P∆,γ(n) = O(nn) (8)
Proof. By Corollary 5, the complexity for finding all sweep-covers on an arbi-
trary tree cannot be larger than finding all sweep-covers on an ILD tree of the
same ∆ and γ. Therefore, the recurrence relation in Lemma 9 will provide the
worst-case complexity for any tree. Assume that n >> ∆ and ∆ is a constant
because we only care about how P∆,γ(n) scales with n. Any terms which are not
functions of n can be considered constant with respect to n. Therefore, all outer
summations acting on L∆,γ(n, |L|) in the recurrence relation can be approximated
by a constant times L∆,γ(n, |L|), even if the constant, w, is considered ‘worst case’
by the boundary conditions. Likewise, i can also be seen to be constant in any
case.
P∆,γ(n) ≤ wL∆,γ(n,∆) (9)
We will prove the bounds by telescoping. The base case is proven by
P∆,γ(1) = γ + 1 = O(nn). Now, assume the complexity to be true for 1 to
n − 1. Consider L∆,γ(n, |L|) from Definition 10. For a given integer partition K,
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we can write an integer part, k j ∈ K, in the more suggestive form of k j = nfk(n) .
This implies
∑
k
1
fk(n)
= 1 Using this notation, we can rewrite:
L∆,γ(n, i) =
∑
K∈Oni
(
∏
k j∈K
P∆,γ(
n
fk(n)
)) (10)
=
∑
K∈Oni
P∆,γ(
n
f1(n)
)P∆,γ(
n
f2(n)
)...P∆,γ(
n
fi(n)
) (11)
The summation can be relaxed if we assume that all fk(n) are the worst
possible functions and we replace the sum by ni (due to ordered integer partitions
being less than the number of ways to place n unique balls in i unique bins).
L∆,γ(n, i) ≤ niP∆,γ( nf1(n) )P∆,γ(
n
f2(n)
)...P∆,γ(
n
fi(n)
) (12)
I’ll assume there exists two cases for a given fk(n). Either, nfk(n) = n − ck
where ck << n, in the case of the partition being skewed to a part, or nfk(n) =
n
ck
in the case of the partition being a fraction of n. Some combination of the two
cases results in nfk(n) =
n
ck
− c′k. If c′k << n then nfk(n) ≈ nck . If c′k ≈ nc′′k then
n
fk(n)
≈ n−ckc′′kck = nc′′′k where c
′′′
k < c
′′
k and c
′′′
k < ck.
Let’s consider when one of the parts is skewed such that P∆,γ(n − ck). The
remaining parts must sum to ck. Therefore, they are considered constants and
we can assume a given P∆,γ(c′) < c << P∆,γ(n − ck), where c′ ≤ ck and is an
arbitrary constant which contributes to a sum to ck, is considered smaller than a
constant c and much smaller than P∆,γ(n). Therefore, we can assume:
P∆,γ(n) ≤ w(cn)iP∆,γ(n − ck) (13)
By telescoping we arrive at:
(Cn)
in
ck = O(nn) (14)
Now, suppose nfk(n) ≈ nck .
P∆,γ(n) ≤ wniP∆,γ( nc1(n) )P∆,γ(
n
c2(n)
)...P∆,γ(
n
ci(n)
) (15)
Telescoping once begins to show the structure.
P∆,γ(n) ≤ wn
ini
2
(c1(n)...ci(n))i
i,i∏
a,b
P∆,γ(
n
fa(n) fb(n)
) (16)
By telescoping 16 the depth of the recurrence relationship is shown to be
logi n due to fk(n) being constant. After substituting in the depth term, we have
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P∆,γ(n) ≤ wn
i+i2+...ilogi n
(c1(n)c2(n)...ci(n))i logi n
= O(nn) (17)
3.3. Asymptotic Upper Bound of Enumerating Constant Sized sweep-covers
With Respect to the Maximum Out Degree, ∆. Fewer assumptions are re-
quired for proving this complexity bound. Assume c is some unknown constant.
If ∆ and γ are constant, then:
Lemma 11.
P∆,γ(n) = O(∆cc∆) (18)
Proof. First, it’s important to note that for L∆,γ(0, l) = 0 and l > n − r =⇒
L∆,γ(n− r, l) = 0 which further implies the summation boundaries can be relaxed
to
P∆,γ(n) =
n∑
l=1
(
∆
l
) n−1∑
r=1
L∆(n − r, l)R(∆ − l, r) (19)
By definition, R(∆ − l, r) <
{
∆−l
r
}
< r
∆
r! by assuming r is fixed. Using induction,
assume P∆,γ(n) = O(∆cc∆) and naturally the base case is satisfied if γ is constant.
Then, L∆,γ(n − r, l) < nlcl∆∆cl which implies
P∆,γ(n) <
n∑
l=1
(
∆
l
) n−1∑
r=1
nlcl∆2 ∆
c1l r
∆
r!
+
n∆
n!
(20)
Note that L∆,γ(n,∆) = 0 for ∆ > n and R(∆, n) < n
∆
n! . Relax the inner boundary
by assuming r = c3 and multiplying by n. This is permissible because r is upper
bounded by the constant n and we’ll see that so long as r is any constant, the
inequality will hold.
P∆,γ(n) <
n∑
l=1
(
∆
l
)
∆c1lnl+1
cl∆2 c
∆
3
c3!
+
n∆
n!
(21)
Likewise, for any fixed l and increasing ∆,
(
∆
l
)
= ∆!l!(∆−l)! , therefore:
P∆,γ(n) <
n∑
l=1
∆!
l!(∆ − l)!∆
c1lnl+1
c(l+1)∆2
c3!
+
n∆
n!
(22)
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Relax the boundary further by assuming any worst case constant for l and
multiplying by n. This is permissible because the upper boundary on l is the
constant n. Then, take the infinite limit with respect to ∆
P∆,γ(n) < lim
∆→∞
∆!
l!(∆ − l)!∆
c1lnl+2
cl∆2 c
∆
3
c3!
+
n∆
n!
(23)
Then, simplify constants.
P∆,γ(n) < lim
∆→∞
∆!
l!(∆ − l)!∆
c c
l∆c∆
c!
+
c∆
c!
(24)
Using ∆!(∆−l)! =
∏l−1
i=0 (∆ − i) < ∆l
< lim
∆→∞
∆l∆c
cl∆c∆
c!
+
c∆
c!
= O(c∆∆c) (25)
3.4. Asymptotic Upper Bound of Enumerating Constant Sized sweep-covers
With Respect to Linear Path Length, γ.
Lemma 12.
P∆,γ(n) = O(γn) (26)
Proof. Assuming ∆ and n are constant, and ∆ < n, then R(·, ·) is constant. By
induction, assume the relation holds for smaller γ.
L∆,γ(n, i) =
∑
K∈Oni
(
∏
k j∈K
P∆,γ(k j)) (27)
=
∑
K∈Oni
O(γn) (28)
For fixed n and i,
= O(γn) (29)
Then,
P∆,γ(n) =
n∑
l=1
(
∆
l
) n−1∑
r=1
O(γl(n−r)) + O(γn) (30)
= O(γn) (31)
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3.5. Raney Numbers as Lower Bounds for ILD Trees.
Definition 11 (Raney Numbers). Raney numbers are a well-known generaliza-
tion of Catalan numbers introduced by Raney who was studying functional com-
position patterns [10, 11].
Cp,r(k) =
r
kp + r
(
kp + r
k
)
(32)
Definition 12 (Raney Tree). A Raney Tree of type (p,r,k), also referred to as a
coral diagram of type (p,r,k) [12], is defined to be a labeled tree whose source
node has an out-degree of r and all other k − 1 internal nodes have an out-degree
of p. The enumeration of all labeled Raney Trees of a given type was proven to
be equal to its Raney number, Cp,r(k), by Zhou and Yan [12].
vs
v1 v3
v2
b1
b2
a1
a2
Figure 6: A Raney Tree of (3,2,3) where the three internal nodes are vs, v1, and v2
Corollary 7. Because the set of all Raney trees is not equal to the set of all
trees, there exist embedding trees which are heteromorphic to a Raney tree in the
general case.
While this Corollary is trivial, it shows why sweep-covers of size n are an
upper bound on Raney trees with n leaf nodes. However, this bound is met for
n = 1
Corollary 8. P2,0(n) = C2,1(n + 1). In other words, the number of sweep-covers
of size n on an ILD of ∆ = 2 and γ = 0 is equal to the Catalan number for n+1.
Proof.
P2,0(n) = L2(n, 2) + R(2, n) (33)
For n = 1, P2,0(1) = R(2, 1) = 1. Then, using Segner’s recurrence relation for
n > 1 [13]:
P2,0(n) = L∆,γ(2, n) =
n∑
n′=1
P2,0(n − n′)P2,0(n′) = C2,1(n + 1) (34)
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Corollary 9. Cp,1(k+1) enumerates all ways of constructing trees with k internal
nodes such that all internal nodes have out-degree of p.
Proof. By definition of Cp,1(k + 1), the root is a node with out-degree 1. If we
remove this node and make its child the new source node, the remaining tree will
have k internal nodes where each node has an out-degree of p.
Corollary 10.
Cp,r(k) =
r∑
l=1
(
r
l
) ∑
H∈Ok−1l
∏
h j∈H
Cp,1(h j + 1) (35)
Proof. By definition, Cp,1(k) is equal to the number of ways of constructing
heteromorphic trees with k internal nodes without degrees equal to p. Take an
ordered integer partition of k − 1 into l parts and for each part construct a Raney
tree with internal nodes equal to the part. Let the root of each Raney tree be a
child of an r-star root. Then, the expression above enumerates all ways of doing
this for all ways of choosing l unique children of the r-star root. This constructs
all heteromorphic trees with k internal nodes and an r-star root, which is Cp,r(k).
Lemma 13. Given any Raney tree of type (1,p,k+1), there exists a unique
mapping of a set of nodes in Tp,0 to a unique Raney tree, such that a collection
of singletons of leaf nodes in the Raney tree can form a sweep-cover of Tp,0 size
n = k.
Proof. First, disregard the source node of any Raney tree of type r = 1 because it
only adds 1 to the internal node count and it only has one child. A sweep-cover
of the rest of the Raney tree implies a sweep-cover of the source node. Then,
the remaining tree is a p-ary tree with k internal nodes by Corollary 9. Tp,0 has
linear paths of length 0 which means Tp,0 is an infinite p-ary tree with no leaf
nodes. From here take a unique set of connected internal nodes starting at the
source node in Tp,0. Then construct a tree from all of these internal nodes and
their children. It is clear that this new tree is isomorphic to a Raney tree of type
(1,p,k+1) without its source node because it is p-ary with k internal nodes. Each
unique set of internal nodes taken from Tp,0 will result in a unique Raney tree
because the tree constructed from the unique set and their labeled children is also
unique. By Corollary 9, enumerating all ways of constructing p-ary trees from
k + 1 internal nodes like this is equal to the corresponding Raney number.
Now, construct a sweep-cover by taking the set of children from each of the
selected internal nodes. If any of these children are also a part of the selected
internal nodes then do not include them in the sweep-cover. This collection
corresponds to a collection of all the leaf nodes in the corresponding Raney
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tree which is a sweep-cover. For the Tp,0, this collection naturally satisfies
the definition of a sweep-cover because it can also be constructed by following
Lemma 8. Specifically, one can start at the source node of Tp,0, and follow
Lemma 8 for a sweep-cover of size k to construct the same collection of nodes.
The chosen internal nodes are the same chosen set L from Lemma 7. R is the
remaining set of children for each internal node.
Theorem 3.
P∆,γ(n) ≥ C∆,1(n + 1) (36)
Proof. By Lemma 13, for each Raney tree of type (1,∆,n+1) there exists a sweep-
cover of size k on T∆,γ. By an application of Lemma 1, given a sweep-cover
which contains a set of children of a node, then it is permissible to construct
a new sweep-cover with the same size using the parent of the children. And
because there are a finite number of internal nodes in the Raney tree, there must
exist an internal node which has no internal nodes for children. Therefore,
the sweep-cover of the collection of children of the internal nodes can be
transformed into a new sweep-cover of size n and there are multiple sweep-
covers of size n for every Raney tree of type (1,p,n+1).
From this we can prove the lower bounds of P∆,γ(n) by analyzing C∆,1(n + 1).
Lemma 14.
P∆,γ(n) = Ω(
(∆n)n
n!
) (37)
Proof.
C∆,1(n + 1) =
1
(n + 1)∆ + 1
(
(n + 1)∆ + 1
k
)
=
1
(n + 1)!
n∏
i=0
(∆(n + 1) + 1− i)) (38)
= Ω(
(∆n)n
n!
) (39)
Proposition 1. A non-recursive expression exists for P∆,γ(n) of a given ∆ and n
exists. This expression is also a generalization of Raney numbers.
4. Data
In this section we provide a table of calculated values for enumerating sweep-
covers on ILD trees. This table assumes γ = 0. Python code is available for
generating these integers and they’ve been hand checked by following Lemma 8
for ∆ ≤ 5 and n ≤ 6 [14].
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P∆,0(n)
∆\n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
2 1 1 2 5 14 42 132 429
3 1 3 10 39 174 846 4332 22959
4 1 7 34 221 1614 12394 99556 827045
5 1 15 100 1035 11376 132930 1630860 20606355
6 1 31 276 4511 70986 1232752 22295588 4.16E+08
7 1 63 742 19215 418698 10810254 2.82E+08 7.65E+09
8 1 127 1982 81565 2409926 93612646 3.45E+09 1.37E+11
9 1 255 5320 347115 13769616 8.16E+08 4.18E+10 2.45E+12
5. Discussion
A result in proving or disproving Proposition 1 will bring new insights
to integer partitions and closed forms of functional compositions by integer
partitions. The main intuition for this proposition is that Raney trees are a
proper lower bound with a similar recurrence relationship and their closed-form
expression exists. Also, when considering the next possible generalization from
Raney trees, the next concept to consider will be all coral diagrams that can be
constructed from any out-degree ≤ ∆. It is believed this kind of generalization
is a tighter lower bound for sweep-covers on ILD trees but future work will be
dedicated to finding this closed expression using the methods presented in [9].
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Appendix A. Full Sweep Cover Example
Figure A.7: All sweep covers for a tree.
